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complex strategic coercion and russian military modernization - the realization of moscow’s political
goals via complex strategic coercion. complex strategic coercion is the use of all national means and beyond
by a “securitized” state such as russia to systematically undermine the command authority, as well as the
political and social cohesion of adversary states and institutions. russia: a complex transition transparency-initiative - 3 wwwrevenuewatchorg | transparency-initiativeorg emerging economies russia: a
complex transition increasing transparency and accountability in the extractive industries domestic issues
extractive industries in russian economic and political structures oil, natural gas, mining and metals make up
the core of the russian economy. russia’s gaseous centrifuge technology and uranium ... - russia’s
gaseous centrifuge technology and uranium enrichment complex oleg bukharin program on science and global
security woodrow wilson school of public and international affairs princeton university january 2004 this work
was supported by a research and writing grant from the john d. and catherine t. macarthur foundation. 1
consolidating fissile materials in russia’s nuclear complex - complex, some of it with assistance from
the united states. the basic structure of the nuclear industry, including most of its production facilities and
fissile materials, however, remain intact. although russia generally acknowledges the dangers associated with
the continuing existence of russia’s nuclear and missile complex - russia’s nuclear and missile complex ix
in facilities, education, and living standards, russia might face serious problems with the safety and reliability
of its nuclear arsenal in the years aheady insecurity in this area has serious implications for russia’s perceived
security and for international strategic stability. the soviet defense industry complex in world war ii* this version: march 22, 1993. the soviet defense industry complex in world war ii* mark harrison** department
of economics university of warwick * published in world war ii and the transformation of business systems, pp.
237-62. russian military-industrial complex - helsinki - russian military-industrial complex abstract during
the cold war, military-industrial complexes (mics) appeared in most of the coun-tries, involved in it. the mic
was a confluence of such groups, as professional military, defense-industrial, governmental and security
bureaucracies, and a scientific and techni-cal elite. measuring russian nationalism in complex times - 1
traditionally, studies of populations within russia do not use language as a attitudinal indicator. laitin writes,
ﬁby the 1980s, russian was the unquestioned language of inter-nationality communication and scientific
advance in russia. language therefore has played virtually no role in the reassertion of russian putin's army
and the complex application of russian ... - putin’s army and the complex application of russian strategic
landpower col douglas mastriano and the u.s. army war college project 1721 team we live in uncertain imes,
facing adversaries willing to wage war in complex and unconvenional ways. taxation of cross-border
mergers and acquisitions - in russia. transfer taxes stamp duty is not applied in russia, but similar duties
are . charged. for example, among other things, state duty is levied on the state registration of: • rights to an
enterprise as a property complex, a contract of alienation of an enterprise as a property complex, and
limitations of or charges for rights to an ... summary of the 2018 national defense strategy - russia has
violated the borders of nearby nations and pursues veto power over the economic, diplomatic, and security
decisions of its neighbors. as well, north korea’s ... this increasingly complex security environment is defined
by rapid technological change, challenges russian federation - gain.fasda - russia’s nascent organic food
industry views the new law as a legal framework for further development ... industrial complex and fishery,
with the use of the federal state information management systems of the above mentioned federal executive
authority. 3. mandatory data to be included in the unified state register of organic product ... intentionally
left blank - dia - united states faces an increasingly complex array of challenges to our national security. the
resurgence of russia on the world stage—seizing the crimean peninsula, destabilizing eastern ukraine,
intervening on behalf of syrian president bashar al-assad, and shaping the information
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